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NRA clueless in its
pro-gun obsessions
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FEATURED LETTER

Underage drinking often
has serious consequences

The call by the National Rifle
Association to make all schools in
America armed camps as a way
The holiday season is a very joyous time. Family and friends
of eliminating repetitions of the
both distant and close reunite to celebrate together. We are all reNewtown, Conn., massacre
minded how important our loved ones are to us. It is a time to celemakes very clear that the NRA
brate and regroup.
leadership has no intention of
With all celebrations comes a great responsibility, especially
behaving responsibly or rationalwhen alcohol is involved. Alcohol consumption usually rises durly.
ing the holiday season. It is a commonplace factor in most celeInstead, the NRA has reinbrations. Even when alcohol is enjoyed responsibly and legally,
forced the bunkers in which they
the potential for tragedy is always present.
have operated for years, thwartIndividuals under the age of 21 must realing all attempts to enact reasonize
that alcohol consumption, despite its
able controls on the manufacture
presence at many family gatherings, is exand sale of dangerous weapons.
tremely dangerous, and the consequences of
Instead of transforming the Unitunderage consumption are statistically
ed States into an armed camp,
more deadly and tragic.
Congress should be asking the
As sheriff of Somerset County, I am enfollowing questions — questions
couraging
all family members who have
to which all Americans must
children and young adults to prevent their Scan this QR code
demand answers:
loved ones from drinking alcoholic bever- with your
» Why has Congress continued
ages. According to the Health Control Alli- smartphone for a
to pass the Tiahrt Amendments,
ance (2012), more than half of young adults list of taxi services
which block the Bureau of Alcoreport getting alcohol from parents, guard- in Somerset County.
hol, Tobacco, and Firearms from
ians, other family members, or unrelated
requiring gun dealers to conduct
adults. This should resonate with parents with respect to the iminventory checks to detect loss
portant role they play in keeping their loved ones safe.
and theft, which law enforcement
Parents need to be consistent in their message to their children
says is a dangerous back channel
about
the dangers of alcohol. Brain development continues into
source for criminals who are in
one’s early 20s, and alcohol can cause severe damage. Taking into
the market for illegal guns?
consideration all of the risks associated with underage drinking, it
The Tiahrt Amendments also
truly is a “no brainer” to refrain from underage drinking.
restrict cities, states and even the
I remain committed to assisting law enforcement efforts to
police from fully accessing and
thwart underage drinking and drunken driving. In 2012, the sherusing ATF gun trace data, which
iff’s office joined in a countywide designated-driver program
can show where illegal guns are
known as the HERO campaign.
coming from, who buys them and
The HERO campaign is a partnership between local businesses
how they get trafficked across
and law enforcement to encourage the use of a designated driver.
state lines and into our communiIn some instances, local businesses will provide incentives to indities. They also require the Federviduals that pledge to drive a friend home that has been drinking
al Bureau of Investigation to
alcohol. The HERO program is a result of a grass-roots effort
destroy certain background
started by the parents of a young Naval Academy ensign who was
check records within 24 hours,
tragically killed by a drunk driver at the age of 22.
making it nearly impossible to
As we all can see, the consequences of drinking and driving are
use those records to help solve
real.
Every effort must be taken to prevent tragedy. Please be
crimes or to identify gun buyers
mindful of how precious life is as we celebrate the upcoming holiwith criminal histories who were
days and be responsible. Enjoy the holidays.
mistakenly approved.
Frank J. Provenzano
» Why can firearms be purSHERIFF
chased at gun shows without a
SOMERSET COUNTY
background check being performed? The requirement to
perform a background check
No, more guns isn’t the anthem. Why should weapons that
only applies to licensed gun dealswer. The answer is stopping,
are designed solely for the purers. A private person can sell an
once and for all, the Wild West
pose of killing as many people as
assault rifle to anyone without a
mentality that the NRA and their
possible as quickly as possible be
background check, even to a
lackeys in Congress would foist
treated any differently?
person on the terrorist watch list.
upon the entire country. It’s time
As far as placing armed secu» Why should anyone be alto start acting like a civilized
rity guard at all schools, an
lowed to buy weapons and maganation.
armed security guard did not
zines that have no valid sporting
Robert Checchio
or self-defense purpose? We don’t prevent the tragedy at Columbine
High School. And if schools are to
allow people to own anti-tank
DUNELLEN
be
protected,
what
about
movie
weapons
simply
because
some
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